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The International Academy for Design and
Health (IADH) welcomes you to the 13th
Design & Health World Congress & Exhibition
in partnership with the Flemish government,
and world-renowned academic institutions
and healthcare industries.

Due to the ongoing health concerns and
complex global regulations, we have been
unable to meet over the last 3 years. Whilst
other organisation chose to meet virtual, we
listened to our members who value to meet
in person and to debate the new directions
in a post-pandemic society.

Covid 19 has proven more then anything
that Design matters for health and wellness
in our society, our workplace, our school
and our care environments. The pandemic
did affect us all in our life, work, personal
health and our ability to meet and socialise.

The urban environment, our health and care
facilities worldwide have been tested under
pandemic behaviours and we had to
witness firsthand that our current design
standards and methods are not working,
and our systems are no longer sustainable.

If we had the pleasures of living in a
Salutogenic environment, our society as a
whole, would have been better prepared.

The IADH has evolved for two decades to
develop the concept of a healthy society
using principles of salutogenic design.

Many projects have been presented at our
congresses, and researchers and policy
makers from across the world have
investigated and developed scientific
evidence of salutogenic design.

Collectively, this effort represents a powerful
scientific platform for researchers,
policymakers and practitioners to
implement salutogenic design worldwide.

Obviously, the IADH network members have
been inspired by what they have seen and
what they have learned and have
incorporated a salutogenic approach in
their work and their lives.

Our congress is unique in that we celebrate
these achievements and critically review
the role of salutogenic design in a global
context.

According to WHO, it is inevitable that the
individual’s lifestyle has an immense impact
on health. Accordingly, health promotion is
“the process of enabling people to increase
control over and to improve their health”
and the environment as a strategic, cost
effective and enduring tool for improving
public health.

Embracing the salutogenic perspective as a
means of shaping our built environment to
support healthy lifestyles is at the core of a
preventative health strategy.

Refocusing attention away from risk factors
and the treatment of disease towards a
more holistic understanding of the wellness
factors that contribute to health lies at the
heart of salutogenic design.

We look forward to seeing you soon again in
Belgium, where we can exchange our
learnings with a clear focus on a post-
pandemic environment.

Finally, after much delay due to international disruption 
in health and travel, a warm welcome to the face-to 
face 13th World Congress on Design and Health

Prof. Alan Dilani PhD

Founder, International 
Academy for Design and 
Health.

Gunther De Graeve

CEO, International 
Academy for Design and 
Health.

www.designandhealth.org

The scientific programme for the 13th Design & Health World Congress & Exhibition in Ghent
will explore the global application of salutogenic perspectives on healthcare design.
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“Less is more” has traditionally been about
expressing only the most essential and
necessary elements of a product or
subject by getting rid of any excessive
and, therefore, unnecessary components
and features. As the philosophy goes, you
know you have achieved this when one
can’t remove anything else from the
design to improve it further in any way,
shape or form.

We wish to explore how this philosophy
can apply to design in health in order to
achieve better health outcomes.

When we consider that only 30% of the
burden of disease is based on genetic or
biological sources, and we understand
that the remaining 70% is based on
environmental factors.

Whilst clinicians and medical researchers
are responsible for treatment and
prevention, they can only really change
the root cause for the 30%. Designers of
our built environment – such as town
planners, architects, engineers, interior
designers and landscape architects – can
have a great impact on the other 70%.

Researchers and clinicians can only place
band-aids on the health problems arising
from a lack of Salutogenic design.

We need to get out of the circle where
the solution to better health care is more
hospital beds or where bed shortages
drive demand for more and bigger
hospitals.

Throughout WC2023, we wish to explore
how Improved health outcomes do not
require more hospital beds, they require a
change in the built environment and
embracing the aid of technology that will
positively impact health and wellness.

Our goal for WC2023 is empower YOU, the
individuals in our industry, to be part of the
solution and to use your work to solve this
problem of “Health Change” and
contribute towards the necessary
evolution in the built environment.

The Academy is focused on the term
“Health Change” due to it’s recognisable
link to Climate Change.

The effects of Climate Change are well
understood by all levels of society and
have been used to inform education,
personal action, corporate action,
business innovation, environmental policy
and even global agreements. When it
comes to the impact and the rapid rise of
non-communicable diseases however, the
levels of education and action are
comparatively very low.

We need to articulate that failing to
improve our built environment will allow
the rise of non-communicable disease to
continue. That will have a great negative
impact on our society, creating a
untenable financial burden on our tax
system, our community, our family and our
health. We are destroying the notion of
living a healthy lifestyle in the same way
we are impacting the climate by the way
we have been shaping our build
environment.

Winston Churchill said “we shape our
buildings, thereafter they shape us”. He
was more correct then he would have
imagined.

Health Change needs immediate action.
On a global, national, regional and
personal level. In contrast to Climate
Change, Health Change can make an
enormous impact at every level where we
tackle it.

Congress Theme – Sustainable health by salutogenic design

www.designandhealth.org

Our 2023 Congress theme is based on the philosophy that ‘less is more’ – that being 
surrounded by the basics just functionality is not enough.
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Day 1 (June 21) – Healthy Environment

Streams: Sustainable Health and wellbeing
Day 1 will consider how we design a
healthy environment? We will discuss the
impact on care environments such as
primary care, acute care, mental health
and aged care and on education,
workplace and living environments?

What is the impact and leaning from a
post-pandemic society through a
Salutogenic lens? How can the
environment contribute to driving positive
outcomes of reducing the burden of
disease at different levels? How could the
design of a healthy city prevent a reliance
on health care?

The healthy environment can be strongly
research-led, however, we will feature
case studies and practitioners talking
about their work and the outcomes in
practice.

Day 2 (June 22) – Global Perspectives

Streams: Europe, South America, South
Pacific, North America, Asia, South-East
Asia and Africa & Middle East

Day 2 looks to our Global Chapter regions
regarding their initiatives in addressing
regional health issues. Representatives will
be called on to provide regional
perspectives and demonstrate health
innovations, addressing local issues.

The content will include research, case
study and practical points of view to
demonstrate how regions have
responded in individualised ways.

Congress Theme –
Sustainable health by

Salutogenic design

www.designandhealth.org
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Day 3 (June 23) – Sustainability by
technology

Streams: Digital Innovation and Benefit
Realisation for increased outcomes in
health care

Day 3 will assess how the impact of digital
technology has created a huge
transformation in healthcare including:
• a change in various models of care -

community care, acute care, mental
health and clinical research

• where the patient can access care
• assistance in the prevention and

treatment of disease

This theme is aimed at anticipating and
focusing on clinical innovation and the
effects of built environment so that we
can be prepared for it, as we look to other
industries for inspiration. For example, the
airline industry has changed dramatically
due to advances in technology.

We will assess who and what are the
digital innovators, digital success stories
from industry operators, digital benefit
realisations for technology providers – or
other upcoming or emerging technology
providers, as well as links between
technology and government.

Day 4 – (June 24)

Salutogenic community design workshop
with leadership from International Design
competition

This workshop is being held in conjunction
with the winners of the design competition
HEALTHY CITY to establish the design
principles and criteria for a built and urban
environment that promotes social wellness
and avoids, to the extent possible, the
reliance on healthcare systems in their
current form. The outcome of this
workshop will be published in the wellness
charter of Ghent 2023, with the intention
to present the publication to the
European Commissioner for Health and
Food Safety.

Congress Theme – Less is more

www.designandhealth.org



Congress Agenda

STREAM 1.1 STREAM 1.2 STREAM 3.1 STREAM 3.2 STREAM 3.3 STREAM 5.1 STREAM 5.2 STREAM 5.3

Panel 

discussion

Panel 

discussion

Panel 

discussion

Panel 

discussion

Panel 

discussion

Panel 

discussion

Panel 

discussion

Panel 

discussion

STREAM 2.1 STREAM 2.2 STREAM 4.1 STREAM 4.2 STREAM 4.3

Panel 

discussion

Panel 

discussion

Panel 

discussion

Panel 

discussion

Panel 

discussion

* Content subject to change

Social Activities

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP

KEYNOTE SESSION #2 KEYNOTE SESSION #4 KEYNOTE SESSION #6

A
ft
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no

on

Board Meeting with 

Board and Executives 

(by invitation only)

Study Tour 2 & 3

AWARDS GALA DINNER

KEY NOTE SPEAKER # 7 & 8 & PANEL DISCUSSION

AFTERNOON TEA AFTERNOON TEA

CORPORATE SESSION

KEY NOTE SPEAKER # 11 & 12 & PANEL DISCUSSION

END OF OFFICIAL CONGRESS PROGRAM

Social Activities

LUNCH

CORPORATE SESSION

Ev
en

in
g

OFFICIAL WELCOME AND COCKTAIL 

RECEPTION 
Social Activities

LUNCH LUNCH

Stream 2 with Panel Discussion Stream 4 with Panel Discussion

CORPORATE SESSION

Stream 5 with Panel Discussion Study Tour 1

MORNING TEA

M
or

ni
ng

OFFICIAL WELCOME 

& KEYNOTE SESSION #1
KEYNOTE SESSION #3

Stream 1 with Panel Discussion Stream 3 with Panel Discussion

MORNING TEA MORNING TEA

KEY NOTE SPEAKER # 1 & 2 & PANEL 

DISCUSSION
KEY NOTE SPEAKER # 5 & 6 & PANEL DISCUSSION

GLOBAL LEADERSHIP 

COMMITTEE MEETING

24/06/2023

Theme 1 Theme 2 Theme 3

Healthy Environment Global Perspectives Digital Opportunities
Study Tours

20/06/23         

PRE CONGRESS

21/06/23 CONGRESS DAY 1 22/06/23 CONGRESS DAY 2 23/06/23 CONGRESS DAY 3

KEYNOTE SESSION #5

KEY NOTE SPEAKER # 9 & 10 & PANEL DISCUSSION

KEY NOTE SPEAKER # 3 & 4 & PANEL 

DISCUSSION
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Ghent, venue for WCDH 2023

Belgium is at the heart of Europe, tucked away 

between The Netherlands, Germany, 

Luxemburg and France. It is a vibrant region 

and an economic hub in the middle of one of 

the world’s highest concentrations of people 

and industries. Innovation is deeply embedded 

in Belgium. The region takes a leading position 

in numerous key industries and has strategic 

research centres, renowned universities, state of 
the art infrastructure, the latest technology and 

a highly skilled workforce.

Belgium offers an innovative ecosystem of top-

class universities, academic hospitals, research 

centres and (bio)incubators. The region has a 

dense network of pharmaceutical, biotech and 

other major industry players.

From Bruges to Brussels, Antwerp, Ghent, 

Leuven, and everywhere in between, the towns 

in Belgium are known for their beauty, charm 

and ambiance.

• Hospital CEOs

• Clinicians, nurses and 

health professionals

• Health and urban 

planners

• Estates and facilities 

managers

• Finance directors and 

managers

• Architects and 

designers

• Medical technology

• Companies

• Researchers and 

scientists

• Governmental and 

municipal

• representatives

• Construction 

companies

• interior and landscape 

architect

• Medical directors

Who will attend? © www.atomium.be - SOFAM 2018 -

alexandrelaurent.com / Gaëtan Miclotte 
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Congress 2023 Registration

www.designandhealth.org

Per Person Fees Cost €

Full Event Package – includes:

+ 1 day pre-congress

+ 3 days congress

+ study tours

+ gala awards dinner

1,200 €

Congress Only Package – includes:

+ 1 day pre-congress

+ 3 days congress

1,100 €

Student Package– includes: 

+ 1 day pre-congress

+ 3 days congress

+ Study tours *subject to availability (copy of student 

identification card required)

600 €

Study Tour *subject to availability Limited numbers only

Gala Awards Dinner

+ single ticket

+ table of 10

150 €

1,250 €

Registration Fees

CLICK HERE to go directly to our Congress registration page or use the QR 
code below.

https://www.eventleaf.com/Attendee/Attendee/EventPage?eId=gRZL0ReQD5Pc0G9L8vgktQ%3D%3D
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Some nationalities require a VISA for Belgium.  All the information concerning visa 
applications for Belgium is available on the website of the Foreigners Department 
of the FPS Home Affairs, which is the competent Belgian authority for access to the 
territory, stay, residence and removal of foreigners in Belgium.

For information about the Schengenvisa, please visit 
www.schengenvisainfo.com/belgium-visa

It is the duty of each attendee to check the visa requirements prior to 
purchasing your tickets.  Participants coming from countries in need of a visa 
can apply for an invitation letter from us through a simple request. 
No financial support can be given. If you need a letter of invitation, please 
contact the Global Support team via email: 
WC2023invitation@designandhealth.org

Please state your:

• Last name
• First names
• Home address
• Birthplace
• Birth date
• Identity card number
• Passport number
as well as the mailing address to which the letter should be sent.

PLEASE NOTE - we are unable to issue any invitation letter unless we have 
received your online registration and payment of the registration fee due. 
Please note: invitation letters will not be sent by courier.

VISA Information

http://www.schengenvisainfo.com/belgium-visa
mailto:WC2023invitation@designandhealth.org
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Venues 

OFFICIAL WELCOME
Tuesday June 20, 2023

The official welcome cocktail reception will 
take place in Ghent

CONGRESS 
Wednesday 21 – Friday 23 June, 2023 

Het Pand @ the University of Ghent 
Onderbergen 1, 9000 Ghent

• Refter room

• August Vermeylen room

AWARDS GALA DINNER
Friday June 23, 2023 

Ghent Opera House, Schouwburgstraat 3, 9000 
Ghent 

STUDY TOURS
Saturday June 24, 2023 

Departing from 
HOTEL NH GENT BELFORT, Hoogpoort 63, 9000 
Gent
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Accommodation

Click link for easy access to hotel bookings: http://boek.gent-hotels.eu.

GHENT MARRIOTT HOTEL ****
Korenlei 10, 9000 Ghent
Visit hotel website

HOTEL NH GENT BELFORT ****
Hoogpoort 63, 9000 Gent
Visit hotel website for Booking Code

PILLOWS GRAND HOTEL REYLOF ****
Hoogstraat 36, 9000 Gent
Visit hotel website

The global organising committee will be utilising Hotel NH as their official hotel for Congress.

The below three hotels are all within walking distance of the congress venues.  

http://boek.gent-hotels.eu/
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/gnemc-ghent-marriott-hotel/?scid=bb1a189a-fec3-4d19-a255-54ba596febe2
https://www.nh-hotels.com/hotel/nh-gent-belfort?utm_campaign=local-gmb&utm_medium=organic_search&utm_source=google_gmb
https://www.pillowshotels.com/ghent/?utm_source=gmb&utm_medium=organic
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‘See & Do’ in Ghent

Ghent offers a fascinating cultural cocktail, brimming with trendy, modern urban life. 

Ghent is a city where people enjoy life: a chilled-out place where anything goes and 

a city that feels human. Its friendly, welcoming people love the good life. Don’t miss 

the chance to admire the world-famous masterpiece - the Mystic Lamb by the Van 

Eyck brothers. @visitgent

Click here for full details on:  https://visit.gent.be/en

• Culture and history

• Sightseeing

• Shopping

• Nightlife

• Sport and recreation

https://visit.gent.be/en


The Design & Health International Academy Awards

www.designandhealth.org

Awards
The Design & Health International Academy Awards is the world’s leading advocacy 

program, recognizing professional excellence in the research and practice of 

designing healthy environments.

The awards are open to international organizations in both the private and public 

sectors participating in either research or practice, including the planning, 

procurement, design, construction and management of healthy built environments.

Recipients of the awards are teams and individuals who through outstanding efforts 

have contributed to the progress of knowledge and demonstrated vision and 

leadership in exemplary initiatives within the field.

The judging panel is constructed of a group of independent experts from Europe, Asia, 

Africa, Oceania and the Americas. Experts in their field, the judges come from multi-

disciplinary backgrounds in research and practice, bringing with them a breadth of 

experience in their field.

Awards Categories
INTERNATIONAL HEALTH PROJECT OVER 40,000 SQM

An award for an outstanding project showing the synthesis of human interaction with 

the built environment. The project must demonstrate the successful execution of 

effective clinical design, salutogenesis, sustainability and show how innovative design 

permits ongoing flexibility in use whilst achieving user satisfaction for patients, staff and 

visitors.

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH PROJECT UNDER 40,000 SQM

An award for an outstanding project showing the synthesis of human interaction with 

the built environment. The project must demonstrate the successful execution of 

effective clinical design, salutogenesis, sustainability and show how innovative design 

permits ongoing flexibility in use whilst achieving user satisfaction for patients, staff and 

visitors.

INNOVATION PROJECT

The award is presented to innovative solutions which will shape the future and have a 

positive impact on overall health care settings. Entries can be submitted across a 

variety of fields, including technology, sustainability, quality of user experience, healthy 

city design etc.

https://www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/
https://www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/
https://www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/


The Design & Health International Academy Awards

www.designandhealth.org

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH PROJECT

An award for a completed, innovative, independently assessed research project, which is 

focused on a particular aspect of design, function, construction, financing or 

maintenance of a healthcare facility or addressing a relevant topic concerning the 

public health in the context of the built environment.

HEALTH PROMOTING URBAN ENVIRONMENT PROJECT

An award for a health care, community or urban planning, which can demonstrate 

sustainability performance above the mandatory norm, satisfies legislative, technical, 

financial and moral imperatives, and shows understanding of the principles of salutogenic 

and ecological design. 

HEALTH PROMOTING WORKPLACE PROJECT

An award for a project which promotes a healthy and supporting work environment for 

staff, which enhances health and wellbeing. Focus will be given to innovative concepts, 

which promote stress reduction and knowledge exchange.

INTEGRATED PROJECT TEAM

An award for excellence of an integrated project team, achieving varying degrees of 

integration in the complex, interdisciplinary field of healthcare planning and construction. 

MENTAL HEALTH DESIGN PROJECT

An award for excellence in design with a synthesis of a patient friendly, healing 

environment that supports therapeutic intervention, whilst effectively integrating 

operational requirements for security and supervision. 

DESIGN FOR THE ELDERLY PROJECT

An award for excellence of a design project, demonstrating a comprehensible, 

manageable and meaningful environment with the quality of fostering a strong sense of 

coherence and community amongst its users and promotes their health and wellbeing 

through stimuli, experience and emotion.

YOUNG LEADERS AWARD

This award recognizes an outstanding young leader age 35 or younger, who has made 

significant contributions to the wider field of health care design. There is no entry form for 

this award. Enquiries regarding nominations should be sent to 

global@designandhealth.org

LIFETIME LEADERSHIP AWARD

Awarded to visionary leader who has shown outstanding achievements during a lifelong 

commitment to enhancing the health, wellbeing and quality of people’s lives. The award 

also recognizes the professional and personal qualities and inspiration to future 

generations. There is no entry form for this award. Enquiries regarding nominations should 

be sent to global@designandhealth.org

https://www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/
https://www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/
https://www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/
https://www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/
https://www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/
https://www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/
https://www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/
https://www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/


The Design and Health 13th World Congress 
Scientific Committee

www.designandhealth.org

Prof. James Barlow

Chair of Scientific 
Committee

Prof James Barlow is president 
of the IADH and chair in 
Technology and Innovation 
Management (healthcare) at 
Imperial College Business 
School, London, UK. He has 
20+ years experience carrying 
out research and providing 
strategic advice to policy 
makers and industry in the 
healthcare and construction 
sectors. 

Mardelle Shepley

Professor at Cornell University 
and chair of the Department 
of Design and Environmental 
Analysis and associate director 
of the Institute for Healthy 
Futures at Cornell University. 
She serves on the graduate 
faculty in the Cornell 
Department of Architecture. 
Dr. Shepley has authored/co-
authored six books.

Gareth Presch 

Gareth Presch has a 
bachelor’s degree in public 
health management and is a 
social entrepreneur who 
believes in sharing knowledge. 
He is the founder and CEO of 
the World Health Innovation 
Summit (WHIS), a platform that 
empowers people and 
communities to improve their 
health and wellbeing while 
generating value

Prof. Stefano Capolongo

Architect, PhD in Public 
Health and Full Professor at 
Politecnico di Milano. He is 
a regular teacher in 
Environmental Health, 
Technology for Construction 
and Environmental Hygiene 
and Social Architecture’ 
courses for the School of 
Architecture and Society at 
Politecnico di Milano. He is 
a member of the Professors’ 
Board and Scientific 
Committee of the PhD 
program of the ABC 
Department

Prof. Debajyoti Pati

Dr. Pati is currently serving as 
Professor and Rockwell 
Endowment Chair at Texas 
Tech University. He is 
currently on the editorial 
board of HERD 
Journal, Chair of the Building 
Research Council of the 
NIBS-AlA BRIK, and Fellow of 
the Indian Institute of 
Architects. He was twice 
voted among the 25 most 
influential people 
in healthcare design.

Prof. Gelun

Professor Gelun has 
completed more than 60 
academic papers, a 
number of monographs, 
completed more than 100 
pre-hospital planning 
projects, and created pre-
planning scientific and 
practical work methods for 
medical facility 
construction. The team led 
by Professor Gelunis currently 
the only team in China that 
has 17 years of dedicated 
theoretical research into 
medical architecture.

Dr. Masoumeh Nazarian

Masoumeh is a Lecturer 
at Nottingham Trent 
University, UK. She is a 
qualified architect and 
worked as a designer in 
private architectural 
practices. She also 
worked as a Guest 
Lecturer in IUST and 
Assistant Professor in 
ShDU delivering 
healthcare design 
related modules. 

Prof. Pascal Verdonck

Pascal Verdonck is full 
professor of medical 
technology at Ghent 
University and visiting 
professor at KULeuven and 
Vlerick Business School.  He 
graduated as Master of 
Science Civil Engineering in 
1986 from the Ghent 
University. He obtained his 
diplomas in Master of 
Business Administration 
(1989), Master of Science 
Biomedical Engineering 
(1993) and PhD (1993) from 
the Ghent University. 

Prof. Ann Heylighen

Ann Heylighen is a research 
professor at KU Leuven, 
Department of Architecture, 
where she co-chairs the 
Research[x]Design group. 
She studies the relationship 
between how space is 
experienced and how it is 
designed. 

Prof. Alan Dilani PhD

Prof. Dilani is a global 
authority on 
interdisciplinary research 
regarding the interaction 
between design and 
health. Alan is a founder of 
the IADH And a published 
author of several books, 
articles and research 
papers on Salutogenic 
Design.

Lim Lip Chuan (Frankie)

Senior Vice President, 
Singapore
Architecture (CPG 
Consultants). Mr Frankie Lim 
oversees the healthcare 
team at CPG Consultants, 
specialising in creative, 
innovative and sustainable 
health oriented
developments, bringing 
together the company's 
breadth and depth of 
expertise in designing and 
implementing urban, health, 
social and ecological 
infrastructure.
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Global Board

Chapter Directors

Prof. Stefano Capolongo
European Chapter

Walkiria Erse
South America Chapter

Yvonne Lim
South-East Asia Chapter

Stefano Scalzo
South Pacific Chapter

Dr Innocent Okpanum
Africa & Middle East Chapter

Prof. Gelun
Asia Chapter (co-Director)

Vivien Mak
Asia Chapter (co-Director)

Prof. Debajyoti Pati
North America Chapter

Gunther De Graeve
CEO /Board member

Prof. James Barlow
President/ Board member

Prof. Alan Dilani
Founder/Board member

Nicola Bertrand
Board Member

Dr Innocent Okpanum
Board Member

Dr Paul Barach
Board Member
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Partners & keynotes
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